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Welcome and Introduction
Michelle Harris
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Objectives of Meeting

• Discuss the future development and 2013 priorities of the 

Implementation Network / Initiative

• Share knowledge and experience of implementation based on 

two case studies presented by members of the network 

• Exchange information among participants on implementation 

initiatives/work they are involved in 
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Chatham House Rules

Chatham House Rules apply

i.e. participants are free to use information received 

at these meetings, but neither the identity nor the 

affiliation of the speaker(s) may be revealed 

➢ Encourage openness, sharing of information 

➢ Create ‘a safe space’ for honest dialogue and learning 
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Agenda

Arrival and Tea/Coffee 10.15 – 10.30

1. Welcome and Introduction (Michelle Harris, CES) 10.30 – 10.45

2. Future of the Implementation Initiative and 2013 Priorities 10.40 – 11.15 

(Nuala Doherty, CES) 

3. Case Study Presentations 

- Implementation in a Policy Setting (Helen Johnston, NESC) 11.15 – 11.45 

- Implementation in a Practice/Services Setting 11.45 – 12.15

(Siobhan Fitzpatrick and Pauline Walmsley, Early Years Northern Ireland)  

4. Q&A and Group Discussion (Katie Burke, CES) 12.15 – 13.15

5. Implementation Events and Initiatives 13.15 – 13.50 

6. Close and Next Steps (Michelle Harris, CES) 13.50 – 14.00 

Lunch 14.00 – 14.30 
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The Implementation Initiative - Background

• The Global Implementation Initiative (GII) was launched in 2011 to begin to 

support and accelerate the development of the emerging field of implementation

– Particular focus on the implementation of evidence-based / evidence-informed practice 

to improve outcomes for people and organisations. 

– Brings together policy/research experts and practitioners dedicated to building and 

sharing expertise and research about turning scientific knowledge of ‘what works’ into 

effective implementation.

• The first formal event of the GII was the Global Implementation Conference (GIC) 

in Washington in August 2011 

• The GIC was attended by  784 international participants - a multi‐national, 

multi‐disciplinary, multi‐sector, multi‐level group.

• 63 of these participants were from the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland
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The Implementation Initiative - Background

Linking in to the Global Implementation Conference, the Centre for Effective Services,
supported by The Atlantic Philanthropies, established the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland Implementation Initiative which has two components: 

The Implementation Network 
• Meets twice a year to share learning on implementation and build on

what was learned at the Global Implementation Conference 2011. 
• Centres around the group who attended the GIC and has expanded slightly to 

include some other individuals working in implementation. 

Implementation Learning Community
• Sharing knowledge, expertise and materials about implementation with a wider 

audience of individuals who did not have the opportunity to participate in the GIC. 
For example: 

– An Introductory Guide to Implementation
– Implementation Workshops for Practitioners 
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The Implementation Initiative - Background 

• In April 2012 a Steering Group was formed from volunteers that reflected the 

overall make-up of the Implementation Network. CES chairs the group and provides 

support to it. 

• The purpose of this Steering Group was 

– to advise on the future development of the Implementation Initiative.

– to consider structures and mechanisms for developing and sustaining the 

Implementation Initiative beyond 2012

• Agreed that the overarching purpose of the Implementation Initiative is to create 

opportunities to promote and share learning about effective implementation of 

policy and practice within and across health, education and social care sectors, on 

the island of Ireland and internationally.

• Developed a paper on the Future Development of the Implementation Initiative 

and the focus and priorities for 2013. 



Future of the Implementation 
Initiative and 2013 Priorities 
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• Developing common thinking and language about implementation

• Promoting and sharing an evidence informed  approach to implementation  

– Producing and disseminating local and national evidence about implementation

– Identifying opportunities to align implementation of policy and service delivery 

– Debating how values fit with an evidence informed approach to implementation

– Promoting dialogue with, and inclusion of, ‘service user’ voices

• Identifying solutions to complex service delivery implementation challenges 

• Making connections within and across sectors (education, mental health, disability, 

children and young people, older people and community services)

Future Focus of the Implementation Initiative
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The structures and mechanisms for sustaining the implementation initiative will be

flexible and ‘light touch’.

Implementation Initiative Steering Group 

The Steering Group will provide a planning and oversight function for the Implementation Initiative.

Membership of the Steering Group will reflect the overall make-up of the Implementation Network.

The inaugural Steering Group will remain in office until December 2013. 

– Nuala Doherty, Centre for Effective Services (Chair) 

– Aileen O’Donoghue, Archways 

– Joe Barry, Trinity College Dublin 

– Julie Healy, Barnardos Northern Ireland 

– Karen Galligan, Headstrong 

– Rodd Bond, Netwell Centre 

– Sean Holland, Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety 

– Siobhan Fitzpatrick, Early Years 

– (Bairbre NicAongusa, Department of Health,  attended early meetings of the Steering Group but has since 
changed role within DOH and will be replaced on the Steering Group)

Structures and Mechanisms for Sustaining the Implementation Initiative
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The Implementation Network

• The Network will continue to meet twice a year. 

• Membership of the Network will be reviewed regularly to ensure it reflects a mix of 

policy makers, service providers, practitioners and researchers from a range of 

sectors in ROI and NI. 

• It is expected that members of the Network, as representatives of their 

organisations, will commit their time and resources to the development of the field 

of implementation through the Network. Members will share relevant resources 

with the Network (including, for example, implementation experts /speakers, 

research, facilities).

• Members of the Implementation Network will actively seek to partner with existing 

associations, organisations and events to promote and share learning about 

implementation.

Structures and Mechanisms for Sustaining the Implementation Initiative
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Planned Financing of Implementation Initiative

• Charging policy for events organised under the Implementation Initiative:

– Membership of the Implementation Network will be free of charge. Members will be 

expected to cover travel costs to meetings of the Network

– There may be a charge for other events organised by members of the Initiative, on a cost 

recovery basis. Venues for events should be provided free of charge by members of the 

Network, where at all possible. 

• CES will cover the costs of supporting and co-ordinating the Implementation 

Initiative, and maintaining an implementation web resource.

Structures and Mechanisms for Sustaining the Implementation Initiative
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Approach to Endorsement and Potential Funding 

• Members of the Steering Group will arrange meetings with a number of 
organisations to discuss the Implementation Initiative and ask them to endorse it. 

• When they are on board they could then be given the option of contributing a 
nominal amount for funding activity to cover: 

– Network meeting expenses.

– Bringing International experts on implementation to Ireland. Experts would provide inputs 
at a number of different events when visiting Ireland. 

– Bursaries for attending international conferences and national conferences on 
implementation (criteria and guidelines for bursaries will be developed).

Structures and Mechanisms for Sustaining the Implementation Initiative
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• Maintain and develop international linkages with: 

– The Global Implementation Initiative 

– The emerging European Implementation Collaborative 

• Establish 3-5 Implementation Learning Communities on specific issues related to 

implementation

• Other activities include: 

– 2 Implementation Network meetings (today + October 2013)

– TCD Winter Master Class on Implementation (November?)

– Workshops on implementation for practitioners

– Sharing experts on implementation

– Sharing tools and resources on implementation

2013 Focus and Priorities for the Implementation Initiative 
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A Learning Community is: 

• The Implementation Initiative aims to identify, plan and establish 3-5 

Implementation Learning Communities in 2013

• Learning Communities should be driven by individual Network members, who will 

take ownership for leading the specific Learning Community, and linking back to the 

Network

• Members of the Learning Communities will come from the Implementation 

Network and beyond

“a group of people who share a common concern, a set of problems, or 
interest in a topic and who come together to fulfil both individual and group 
goals” (Cambridge, Kaplan & Suter 2005:1). 

Implementation Learning Communities – Thinking to Date 
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What is the Gain?

• Support and technical assistance

• Solving local problems and challenges

• Reflective practice and sharing

• Knowledge gained

• Changing role

What is the Ask? 

• A group of interested individuals agree on the topic and goals of a Learning Community

• A Network member takes the responsibility to convene the Learning Community

• The convener or another key member engages his/her organisation (or another network) as a 

structure through which the Learning Community can function 

Implementation Learning Communities – Thinking to Date
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Role of CES in the Implementation Learning Communities 

• CES will provide support to the convenor of the Implementation Learning 

Community, particularly at the start-up stage , but will not convene each individual 

Learning Community

• CES offers to host an online space for the Learning Communities  via our 

Implementation web resource 

• CES can work as a link between the individual Learning Communities as well as 

between the Learning Communities and the Network

• CES will capture the learning from each of the communities and assist in an 

evaluation process of the impact of the Communities

Implementation Learning Communities – Thinking to Date 
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Implementation Learning Communities – Proposed Model
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Potential Implementation Learning Communities: 

• Local or regional : e.g. county, city, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, cross-border

• Thematic : e.g. education, public health, children in care, youth justice

• Sectoral : e.g. Implementation of policy, implementation research

Suggested Implementation Learning Communities:

• A county where there is an Age-friendly County and a Children’s Services Committee

• Children in care

• Early Years Strategy (North and South)

Implementation Learning Communities
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Next Steps:

• Feedback from Network

• CES to draft terms of reference 

• Steering Group to decide on terms of reference 

• First Learning Communities to be established

Timescale:

• Feedback during discussion today and email feedback to CES over next few weeks

• Terms of reference May 15th 2013

• First Learning Communities established July-September 2013

• Learning Communities to have a lifespan of around 2-3 years, depending on needs, 

after which time an evaluation process is necessary

Implementation Learning Communities
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Comments / Questions 

Implementation Learning Communities



Implementation in a Policy 
Setting 
Helen Johnston, NESC



Determinants of Implementation:
The Case of Ireland and Mental Health Policy

Helen Johnston
National Economic and Social Council

Implementation  Network Meeting

28th February 2013
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What is the research about?

 Rationale
 Much reference in the Irish policy system to 'implementation deficits', 

'implementation gaps' & the 'implementation challenge'

 Research Question
 What is the relative importance of the main determinants of implementation in 

the Irish policy system?

 Policy Examined
 Mental health policy – A Vision for Change
 Extensive process in designing the policy
 Highly regarded by all as a good & necessary policy
 Contains an Implementation section with 5 chapters
 Approved by Government early 2006
 Independent Monitoring Group established
 6 Monitoring Reports published
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What does the literature say?

 'Top down' factors are important
 Eg. objectives, structures, plans

 'Bottom up' factors are important
 Eg. Involvement, training, incentives

 Other literature, interviews suggest a third factor –
'transformative factors'
 Eg. Values, behaviours, attitudes, culture (below the surface)

 Factors common to all approaches
 Eg. Resources, communication, evidence, public support
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3 Hypotheses

1. The main determinants in the implementation 
of policy reflect the need to drive the policy 
from the top down

2. The main determinants in the implementation 
of policy are influenced from the bottom up

3. The main determinants in the implementation 
of policy are transformative factors

26



Variables reflecting Theoretical Approaches

Top Down Bottom Up Transformative

• Objectives
• Structures
• Plans
• Leadership
• Skills
• Political support

• Involvement
• Incentives
• Innovation
• Co-Ordination/Networking
• Staff training
• Industrial Relations

• Culture
• Behaviour change
• Vested Interests 
• Beliefs / values
• Tacit assumptions
• Power imbalances

Common *Resources  *Communication  *Context  *Technology  *Information  *Public 
Support

27



Methodology

CONTENT ANALYSIS

• 5 Implementation 
Chapters in AVFC

• 5 Monitoring Reports

• Mental Health 
Commission Analysis

INTERVIEWS

 27 Interviews

 12 with members of 
Independent Monitoring 
Group

 15 with others associated 
with its implementation

 Politicians, public servants, 
professionals, front line / 
local, service users / carers, 
commentators
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Content Analysis – AVFC v IMG  
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Content Analysis – AVFC   
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Content Analysis – IMG Reports   
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Summary of Content Analysis

• Disappointment with implementation
– Speed
– Fidelity

• All 3 hypotheses seen as playing a role
• Quantitatively 'top down' seen as most important 

....
• But inconclusive if contains the 'main determinants 

and their relative importance'
• Tacit variables may be less apparent in 

documentation
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Interviewees were asked

• What is your view of A Vision for Change as a 
policy?

• What is your view of the Implementation Section?

• What is your view of the actual implementation?

• What has been implemented well, and why?

• What has not been implemented well, and why?

• What needs to happen now to have a 21st century 
mental health system?

• Can you cite examples of other policies which have 
been successfully implemented and why?
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Interview Findings: The Policy

All thought the policy was good
 Comprehensive and inclusive development
 Good vision

 Some weaknesses
 Overly idealistic
 Lack of consensus on 'recovery'
 Some critics of the 'mechanics' – 'trade-offs'

I can only compare it to childbirth.  When you have your first child and 
the baby arrives safely into the world you think that's great, I've done 
my job.  You have no idea that you have only started and that you have 
20 plus more years of hard work to do ...the analogy is perfect because 
writing AVFC was not easy, but it was easy compared to trying to make 
it happen
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Interview Findings: The Implementation Section 

 Mixed views

 Useful to have an implementation focus, but ....

 Unrealistic recommendations

 Ignored cultural change required

This was a document that was about changing hearts and minds, it 
wasn't really about structures, but it got caught up in structures, and it 
got caught up a bit in resources ...the piece that was missing for me 
was a bit about the change that was going to be required to deliver

Culture eats strategy for breakfast
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Interview Findings: Actual Implementation 

 Slow 
 Piecemeal and haphazard
 Critical role of the HSE
 Importance of structures
 Importance of culture
 Involvement of service users
 Vexed issue of resources

Cortez, when he arrived in South America, he burned 
his boats so the conquistadors had no choice but to 
go forward and make it work
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Interview Findings: Implemented Well 

 Beacons of hope
 Service user involvement
 Child and adolescent services

Conclusion = Bottom up elements had been most 
successful – evidence of local leadership and 
innovation

The things that have gotten implemented have gotten implemented for 
one of two reasons: one is because they could be implemented without 
much in the way of resources; or much in the way of having to have 
authority over what was happening across the country
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Interview Findings: Not Implemented Well

 Long, detailed, passionate list!
 Role of the HSE emphasised

 Lack of involvement / engagement in development
 Lack of priority
 Lost in HSE transformation
 Lack of leadership

 Lack of accountability
 Inability to implement change

 Cultural shift 
 Vested interests

You can have all your policies worked out ...but if the power structures remain 
unnamed and un-talked about and not discussed well then you are not going to 
get very far because you will have resistance to that and I think you do have 
resistance to change in power structures ...people will try to hold on to the 
status quo
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Interview Findings: Looking Forward

 Using evidence to inform good practice

 Top Down Factors
 Eg. Directorate, political priority, accountability, leadership

 Bottom Up Factors
 Eg. Local buy-in, service user choice

 Transformative Factors
 Eg. Cultural shift required, address resistance / vested interests

 Other Factors
 Eg. Resources, use of virtual technology

You just demonstrate it, profile it, put it up there, cost it, show that it's 
feasible, help people who feel threatened by it to see how they can still 
be relevant is a different way of doing things ...but it's a long haul
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Interview Findings: Policies Implemented Well

 National Cancer Strategy, Road Safety Strategy, 
National Smoking Ban

 Fundamental features
 Authoritative, accountable leadership
 Identifying the main resistors and explicitly addressing these

 Necessary but not sufficient
 Use of evidence
 Public support
 Detailed plans with specifics
 Resources 
 Service user involvement
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Relative Importance of Variables in the Implementation 
of AVFC

Fundamental 
/ Essential

Necessary but not 
sufficient

Contextual / 
Contributory

Top Down Leadership 
(authoritative & 
accountable)

Objectives
Structures
Plan
Skills/competencies
Political support

Bottom Up Involvement of stakeholders
Motivation/incentives
Staff selection & training
Industrial relations

Creativity/innovation
Networking/co-ordination

Transformative Addressing 
Vested Interests 
/ Resistors

Organisational culture change
Behavioural & attitudinal change
Beliefs & values
Addressing power imbalances

Tacit assumptions

Common Resources
Communication
Data/evidence
Public support

Context/environment
Technology
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Conclusions from Implementation of AVFC 

 All variables important ......... At least to some extent

 Top down / bottom up / transformative a somewhat 
artificial distinction

 Fundamentally important ...

➢ Authoritative accountable leadership

➢ Addressing vested interests / resistors
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Three Generic Lessons 

1. The need to acknowledge what is below 
the surface / cultural change 

2. Ideas / creativity at local level are critical, 
but not enough

3. Recognition of these at national level to 
drive home implementation
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Implementation in a Practice 
/ Service Setting 
Siobhan Fitzpatrick and Pauline Walmsley, 
Early Years, Northern Ireland



Implementation Meeting

28th February 2013

Implementation from a practice perspective

Siobhan Fitzpatrick and Pauline Walmsley  
Early Years – the organisation for young children



Overview of Presentation 

• Brief history of organisation

• Organisational Change

• Focus on the implementation and going to 

scale activities in relation to Respecting

Difference Programme 

• Challenges and opportunities

• On-going developments



Brief History of Early Years 
(formerly Nippa)

• Formed in 1965 with the aim of providing  cross 
community,  preschool services to children and families 
in Northern Ireland;

• Organisational evolution and development;

• 1970s- focus on quantity of provision, access and 
growth;

• 1980/90s- focus on  quality and external evidence (in 
particular Perry Preschool Study in 1989, leading to the 
establishment of the High Scope Institute);

• 2000/ now- focus on outcomes, organisational cultural 
change and growing our own evidence



Organisational and 

Systems Change
• Name change (Early Years - the organisation for young 

children) focus on children not services;

• Focus on new values and principles;

• Explicit about the outcomes and ownership of outcomes

(both internally and externally);

• Attention to our context and the external environment;

• Focus on evidence based programme implementation;

• Development of Implementation Team led by CEO;

• Recognition of the need for additive stages in 
implementation (2004-now and on-going)- exploration, 
piloting, initial implementation, full implementation and 
going to scale.



Implementation of the Respecting 

Difference Programme



Exploration

Installation

Initial Implementation

Full Implementation

Early Years 

Organisational 

Logframe

Media Initiative 
Respecting 
Difference 

Outcomes for 
Children

Programs

Implementation 
Processes

• Professional Content Team

Implementation Teams

• Connect System

• Participatory Evaluation 

Implementation Fidelity
• MIFC Service 
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• EYS Support Form

• Programme 

Components

Intervention 
Fidelity
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Media Initiative Respecting Difference 

Outcomes for Children

Attitudes

• Reduction in prejudices held about others in relation to race and 

disability (Cognitive)

• Increased positive feelings towards others in relation to race and 

disability (Affective)

• Increased general willingness to be inclusive of others (Behavioural)

• Increase willingness to be inclusive of those who are different in 

relation to race and disability (Behavioural)

Awareness

• Increased ability to recognise instances of exclusion

• Increased ability to recognise how excluded makes someone feel

• Increased awareness of and positive attitudes towards other cultures 

and traditions (re: race and religion)
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•A multiple disciplinary team to 

ensure an integrated and co-

ordinated approach to the 

development and delivery of all Early 

Years services and training.  

•To link practice messages to policy 

messages. 

•To link with external research group 

to ensure a focus on evidence 

based practice and training. 
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Programmatic Components

• 5x60 second cartoons

• Respecting Difference Service Design Manual

• Resource Pack for services and parents

• Workshops for parents

• Training Programme for teachers

• Support for services by Early Years Specialist
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Large Scale implementation and 

going to scale 





International Programmatic Toolkit

• Albanian

• Arabic

• Hebrew

• Nepalese

• Spanish

• Serbian

• PRECEDE Network



Scaling Up 

• Developing a Scaling up Strategy

• Advocacy and sensitisation (convincing others to resource and 
support implementation)

• Modifying and Strengthening external Organisations (Licensing)

• Cooperation from stakeholders (ETI inspectorial support)

• Systems for monitoring and feedback for fidelity and adaptation  

• Sustainability: political, financial and institutional 

• Reach/regions and countries 

• Impact on key outcomes

• Efficiency/cost per beneficiary

Adapted from the work of Richard Kohl (Learning and Leading from

Large Scale Change)



Implementation and advocacy

• Champions across civil society/Broad advisory group

• Engaging and mobilising parents and practitioners

• Using  the power of evidence to support change

• Advocacy strategy

• Anticipate/neutralise the opposition/likely and unlikely 

allies

• Importance of staying with the programme and making 

the work visible in these difficult times

• Use of the Media





Challenges and Opportunities

• Leadership

• Fidelity/ fidelity /fidelity!!

• Cultural and contextual issues going to scale/adaptability vs 

fidelity

• Ownership within a context of licensing 

• Time commitment

• Long term focus/stickability within the context of other 

competing demands

• Capability Building/Staff turnover (internally and externally)



Challenges and Opportunities

• Growing the leadership and institutional change by using the 

Masters 

• Financial incentives

• On-going data collection and evaluation/development of 

participative evaluation methodology across the organisation

• Sustainability 

• Global interest and demands

• Organisational commitment to appointment of new Director of 

Programme Implementation, Training and Evaluation 
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Q & A Discussion

• Questions & answers to case studies presented 

• Challenges, learning and solutions from the case 
studies and individual’s own experience of 
implementation 



Implementation Events and 
Initiatives 
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Global Implementation Initiative 2013 

Monday, 19 August – Wednesday 21 August 2013

The Washington Hilton Washington, D.C., USA

$695 for the 3 days (early bird rate of $645 before June 1)
plus an additional $50 discount per person for groups of 5 or more from the same organisation

Information about conference registration and proposal submission will be available on the new 
Global Implementation Initiative (GII) website in February 2013:  
www.globalimplementation.org

http://www.globalimplementation.org/
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Global Implementation Initiative 2013 

Keynote Speakers:

• Tony Bates Founder Director, Headstrong: The National Centre for Youth Mental 
Health (Ireland)

• Sonja Shoenwald Professor, Family Services Research Center, Dept of Psychiatry and 
Behavioural Sciences, Medical University of South Carolina (United States)

• 1 additional Keynote to be confirmed 

• Closing Plenary by Dean Fixsen from National Implementation Research Network
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Global Implementation Initiative 2013 

The GIC 2013 agenda focuses on the practical application of implementation science,
practice, and policy with implementation tools, frameworks and examples – the how of 
implementation 

Sessions are arranged around 9 themes: 

1. Laying the Groundwork 

2. Implementation Teams 

3. Work Force 

4. Leadership & Organizational Change 

5. Measures & Tools 

6. Fidelity & Scaling Up 

7. Communication 

8. Policy Engagement 

9. Implementation Science Synthesis
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European Implementation Collaborative

The European Implementation Collaborative has been developed collaboratively by an

initial planning committee of 

– Katie Burke and Dr Stella Owens, Centre for Effective Services 

– Bianca Albers, Director of the Familie & Evidens Centre, Denmark

– Dr. Deborah Ghate, Director of the Colebrooke Centre for Evidence and 

Implementation, England. 

This committee had initial discussions with those involved in organising the Global

Implementation Initiative, and with national implementation initiatives in Denmark and

Ireland 
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European Implementation Collaborative

The European Implementation Collaborative aims to work with individual

country and regional implementation initiatives to make links and exchange

learning within Europe and internationally, by:

Promote greater awareness and 
understanding of implementation 
science and practice within and 
across European welfare and human 
service systems

Create an infrastructure for cross 
European exchange of the ‘know 
what’, ‘know why’, and ‘know how’ 
of implementation practice and 
science 

Identify and develop a common 
Europe-specific knowledge base 
and language on implementation in 
order to define the specific 
contextual factors of  European 
human service delivery systems 

Link the individuals and groups 
working in this area in Europe back 
to the growing Global 
Implementation Initiative, and 
contribute a European perspective 
to wider global development of the 
field
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European Implementation Collaborative

Idea is to make links between national implementation initiatives in Europe, 
and the Global Implementation initiative

To

Policy 
Makers

Researchers

Organisational 
Leaders

Philanthropists 
and other 
funders 

Practitioners 
Service 

Providers 

Service 
Commissioners

Health Education  
Social 
Care 
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European Implementation Collaborative

Activities to Date 

• Drafted a briefing document, circulated to all Network Members and people from 

Europe who attended GIC 2011 (December 2012)

• Presented a poster on the development of the EIC at the Nordic Conference on 

Implementation of Evidence-Based Practice, Sweden, 5-6 February 2013

• Conference instrumental in promoting interest in the European 
Implementation Collaborative and bringing together stakeholders interested in 
actively participating in a European network

• Held a networking meeting during this conference

Next Steps

• Planning group to define the purpose and activies of the Collaborative, identify 

funding opportunities and share resources and information on implementation 

activity from participating jurisdictions. 
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Implementation Web Resource

Dedicated implementation web resource available on the CES website

http://www.effectiveservices.org/implementation/implementation

Purpose

• To provide an online resource of freely accessible articles and presentations 

relating to implementation for all those interested or engaged in 

implementation. 

Background

• Approximately 200 articles and presentations were uploaded onto the GIC 

atrium; 30 most relevant selected and included on this website 

• It was suggested that this wealth of information be made available to a 

wide audience to share learning about implementation.

http://www.effectiveservices.org/implementation/implementation






Implementation Network Meeting
Thursday 28 February 2013

Custom House

TCD Certificate Course in Implementation Science

Joe Barry

Trinity College Dublin



Certificate Course in Implementation 
Science

• Context

• Process

• Structures/Content

• Next Steps



Summer School objectives

• To bring the core thinking of implementation 
science to a wider audience from multi-
disciplinary and multi-organisational backgrounds

• To analyse what impedes implementation in a 
variety of settings (public healthcare, private 
healthcare, bio-industry, social care linked to 
healthcare)

• To explore the principles of putting 
implementation science into practice by 
providing examples of good practice nationally 
and internationally through case studies



Implementation Science Journal

• Peer-reviewed online journal that aims to publish research relevant 
to the scientific study of methods to promote the uptake of 
research findings into routine healthcare in both clinical and policy 
contexts. Impact factor 2.51.

• Implementing a stepped care approach in primary care. Results of 
a qualitative study.
Gerdien Franx et al. Implementation Science 2012, 7:8.

• What implementation interventions increase cancer screening 
rates? a systematic review
Melissa C Brouwers et al. Implementation Science 2011, 6:111 

• Understanding implementation processes of clinical pathways and 
clinical practice guidelines in pediatric contexts: a study protocol
Shannon D Scott et al. Implementation Science 2011, 6:133 



Context

Development of academic implementation 
science

Summer School 2012

Certificate 
Course

30 ECTS (6 modules) ?2013 -
2014

Diploma 60 ECTS (12 modules) 2014 - 2015

Masters 90 ECTS (Dissertation) 2015 - 2016

PhD



Process – Certificate Course

• Get approval from TCD

– Internal

– External

• Agree entry criteria and course fees

• Numbers

• Advertise/Promote

• Full time/Part time



Structures/Content –
Certificate Course

• Part time – 3 days per month x 6 months

• Rationale

• Modules

– Rationale

– Learning outcomes

– Mixed teaching methods

– End of module assessment



Structures/Content 
(continued)

Possible modules:

• Implementation Science – what is it?

• Core elements of implementation science

• Project management

• Organisational development and change 
management

• Information for implementation

• Theory to practice



Next Steps

• Core documentation being developed

• Spring deadline for submission to TCD

• Approval by end of Summer needed if to go 
ahead

• Will have TCD initiative in any case in 2013

• Continue to develop international links



Other implementation events 
and initiatives 
Michelle Harris 

What other implementation events / initiatives,  
in Ireland or internationally, are you:
- Involved in?
- Aware of?



Close and next steps
Michelle Harris, CES
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Proposed Next Steps for the Implementation Initiative

• Progress the European Implementation Collaborative

• Global Implementation Conference (August 2013)

• Implementation Learning Communities

• Winter Master Class on Implementation 

• Next network meeting, October 2013
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Meeting Close

• Next Meeting – October 2013

• Wednesday 2, Thursday 3 October 

• Wednesday 9, Thursday 10 October 

• Thank You!


